
THE CONFISCATION AND SALE BY THE POLETAI 
IN 402/1 B.C. 

OF THE PROPERTY OF THE THIRTY TYRANTS 

(PLATES 27 and 28) 

WT9 HE NINE FRAGMENTS of slightly micaceous Pentelic marble here discussed seem 
to derive from a single monument, a monument which comprised several stelai and was 

set up in the Agora, either near the Heliaia or near the office of the Poletai. 1 All but three of 
these fragments have been published before: two new fragments provide the date and con- 
text for this document, which bore a record of the sale by the Poletai of 402/1 B.C. of the real 
property of the Thirty Tyrants and of their adherents, the Ten, the Peiraieus Ten, and the 
Eleven, after the downfall of their oligarchy.2 

Differences in checker patterns, in the thickness of the stelai, where preserved, and 
restorations and interpretations of the texts, have led me to the belief that these fragments 

I I should like to thank Professor T. Leslie Shear, Jr., the Director of the Agora Excavations, for per- 
mission to work on and publish the Agora fragments of this document. I should also like to thank Mrs. 
Dina Peppas-Delmousou, the Director of the Epigraphical Museum in Athens, for permission to study 
and to republish the E.M. fragment. I am especially grateful to Dr. David M. Lewis for his advice during 
the preparation of this article. Specific contributions of Dr. Lewis are noted in the text. Those who know 
his work and his readiness to assist others working in this field will realize how much I owe him; in par- 
ticular, his article "After the Profanation of the Mysteries," in Ehrenberg Studies, has been of immense 
value to me in establishing the history of this document, and it was Dr. Lewis who first suggested, in that 
article (p. 179), that some of the fragments here discussed might refer to the punishment of the Thirty 
Tyrants and their associates. I have benefited, too, from the comments and advice of Professors Merle K. 
Langdon, Benjamin D. Meritt, W. Kendrick Pritchett, T. Leslie Shear, Jr., and Homer A. Thompson. I 
acknowledge here the financial assistance afforded me by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council of Canada and by the University of Calgary; this enabled me to spend the winter of 1977 and the 
summer of 1979 in Athens. I am grateful, too, to the British School of Archaeology in Athens, which 
admitted me as a Student of the School in the winter of 1977. Advance notice of some of the conclusions 
embodied in this article was given in a paper delivered by me at the Annual Meeting of the Archaeological 
Institute of America in Boston, Mass., on December 30, 1979 (abstract published in AJA 84, 1980, p. 
238). 

The following special abbreviations are used in this article: 
Agora XV = B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill, The Athenian Agora, XV, The Inscriptions: The Councillors, 

Princeton 1975 
APF = J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families: 600-300 B.C., Oxford 1971 
Ehrenberg = D. M. Lewis, "After the Profanation of the Mysteries," Ancient Society and Institutions: 

Studies Studies Presented to Victor Ehrenberg on his 75th Birthday, Oxford 1966, pp. 177-191 
PA = Prosopographia Attica, J. Kirchner, ed., Berlin 1901-1903 

2 See Aristotle, Athenaion Politeia, 39.6; Philochoros, FGH 328, fr. 181. 
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THE PROPERTY OF THE THIRTY TYRANTS 75 

comprised several stelai, perhaps as many as six: Stele I, fragments abc; Stele II, fragment d; 
Stele III, fragment e (if it is not the bottom of Stele II); Stele IV, fragmentsfg; Stele V, 
fragment h (if it is not the top right corner of Stele IV); Stele VI, fragment i (if it not the top 
of Stele II or Stele III). 

STELE I (P1. 27:a) 

Fragment a: Found in the wall of a modern house on July 26, 1949 east of the Stoa of 
Attalos and published by B. D. Meritt.3 The top, left edge and smooth-dressed back are 
preserved. Traces of red paint appear in some of the letters. 

P.H. 0.380 m.; p.W. 0.355 m.; Th. 0.084-0.088 m. 

Agora Inv. No. I 6225 

Fragments bc: Two joining fragments bearing the same inventory number. They were found 
in a Byzantine context on June 30, 1970 at Agora grid square J 5. The top and smooth- 
dressed back are preserved on both fragments. Traces of red paint appear in some letters. 

P.H. 0.178 m.; p.W. 0.234 m.; Th. 0.086 m. 

Agora Inv. No. I 7202 

Fragments abc, combined dimensions: 
P.H. 0.380 m.; p.W. 0.492 m.; Th. 0.084-0.088 m. 
H. of letters, line 1 and beginning of line 2, 0.015 m.; line 2, 0.012-0.013 m.; line 3, 0.009-0.011 m.; lines 4, 
5, 0.007-0.008 m.; lines 7ff., 0.006-0.007 m. The first three lines are non-stoichedon, with vertical spac- 
ings of 0.022 m., 0.018 m. and 0.005 m. respectively between the beginnings of lines 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 
4. Lines 4 and 5 are stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.0120 m. and a vertical checker of 0.0110 m. 
There are some irregularities in the horizontal spacings, especially towards the right, where some cramp- 
ing seems to occur. 

a. 402/1 a. NON--TOIX. 

abc Ev0v6aX[o]s AAK[?- - - - - - - - - - - - - -EypaJaT]- ca. 34 
EVE E7r T 7S A[t]yt8os9 E[8OIJSg 7rpvaEta ______ca. 28_ I ca. 62 

V ~~~~~~~~ca. 36 _ [.]at &7rE[ov]To E'7rt [M]t'KWoso ap[XOVTOS? ca. 65 
82 [.2.]aTos~ HAXWE[LE~v] EypaMMa[TEvE] T&v Tpt L4OTa [ ? ] ITOIX. 120? 

5 ['re]v.r ETEOrTV [T 3 T.] T[C]V A[yapX&v] TQMMEPOQ[- --] 
vacat 

Column I -TOIX. 25 ColumnII TOIX. 25 
[M]EVWrros0 ba[pE]vbs [ar]E[ypa/Ev] NEOT[ .......... 21 

[Ev']MaoS .PaX[pEd]s9 oLKLasq 'I[aX v] __________________ 

[po ?]Z ijpaowv rlt [y]dTcoM /0oppa[0E]- 

10 [---][v 13o0]qo0: VOTOOEv 8E AHOXOHAN[.] 
co[ .. ]tarpTaro NoMLvtos' KaAkto [Pa]- 

r_ - -l X nr ?INX EyyvX vacant 

3Hesperia 30, 1961, pp. 243-244, no. 40. 
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[KaTa/3OAkq] TO EvtavTo E'Ka-oTO 

vacat 

15 [ ...... 9 ] XDr~ros1 T 7rE'yp[afE]- 
[v 'Avatlo ? Y]4r)TTlto otLtKa<v> Ka[ .2] 

[ v v v vt ]L L[t yE]TCWv VOT[OOE]- 

[v 

.]...v.. T]tVT[.2] poppa[0EV 
8'] 

[j_[. 1.]O[. . . _[.] .. [rarpao] 
20 [O][. . ][.]T[.2.]to Y10[TTtO]- 

[--- ][s9 Eyyv vacat ] vacat 
[KaTa/3oXj T ..] I-H vacat 

vacat 

[9...... ... E'KK]EpaLELov a[7rEypa]- 
25 [4Ev . 8 ]i KEpayc4v ......... ]- 

. 12....... ]r71L KtI 6 .] 

rc_ _][ . 12 .o f 5 

[-[ . 13.3 ]AQ[---- Eyyv vacat] 
30 [KaTa/3oXrj- -- vacat 

Line 1: Of the lambda only the left foot survives, its bottom 0.040 m. to right of the left 
foot of the preceding alpha; 0.050 m. to right of it is the bottom of a vertical, whose distance 
from it suggests that it is the bottom of a central, rather than of a left, vertical. Since the 
spacing of this line is irregular, however, it cannot be said with certainty that this is a central 
vertical: I shall argue (p. 77 below) that the name partially preserved here is a patronymic 
rather than a demotic, possibly 'AK[t,4Laxo]; a central vertical would make possible a name 
such as 'A?vy[7rr)oT] or 'A4?[tvovs], both attested in the 4th century (PA 659-661). 

Line 2: Payments of instalments due on the sales of confiscated property were normally 
made in the ninth prytany on the year:4 the letter traces surviving here, however, support 
the reading 4ejs-[bo,] rather than E'V [a4Tq]. Though the vertical stroke is clear, the rest of 
the second letter of the prytany number is badly abraded: neither loop of beta is more than 
an eroded half circle about a raised center, but there is no trace of a diagonal such as that of a 
nu, and the shape of beta is more appropriate to the surviving traces than would be the 
shape of kappa; thus, >'EK[4T] seems quite ruled out. In any case, Aristotle was discussing the 
date of future payments of instalments rather than that of the original sales, so that I see no 
real bar to reading R['8?] here. 

Line 3: The top of the iota of the archon's name survives.5 No other name is possible in 
light of the letter forms. 

Line 4: Meritt restored HIX0E[vN vv]. IG 112, 1 172, line 1 1 gives the correct form. 

4Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47.3. 
5 For the date of Mikon's archonship, see Diodoros, xiv.17. 
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Line 5: The top of the right hasta of nu survives at the left edge of a, and a faint vertical, 
apparently with a central bar to right of it, is preserved before the abraded area in the center 
of the fragment. On fragment b a horizontal stroke appears at the top of the line, beginning 
to left of the stoichos; its right end is lost. Next to it the upper two thirds of a circular letter 
survive, again a little to left in its stoichos: the bottom is lost, but there is no trace on the right 
where one might expect to find the right foot of an omega; it is possible that the mason 
inscribed TO where he should have inscribed TQ7, a not unreasonable assumption in light 
of the number of errors and corrections to be found in this series of stelai. (Indeed, as Meritt 
remarked of fragment a, there has been some reworking of line 4 [and also of line 5], sug- 
gesting that the mason was prone to error.) The next letter, too, is set to the left of its stoi- 
chos, probably because this and its righthand neighbor, both mus, are wider than other 
letters. Normal spacing resumes with the following EP. After rho the stone is badly pitted 
and abraded but the surviving traces suggest omicron, followed by the upper angle of a 
sigma: accordingly, I have dotted omicron but not sigma. 

If it is assumed that the Secretary's name was listed in line 1 by demotic alone, the 
demotic must be restored as 'AN4Mdo-tos], and the line will be 26 letters in length: this 
would allow line lengths of ca. 47, 50, 90 and 90 letters respectively for lines 2, 3,-4 and 5, 
and the stele would have to be restored with three columns of sales. If, on the contrary, four 
columns of sales are restored, line 1 will have to be about 34 letters in length, so that a 
patronymic as well as a demotic will be required. Fragment d, line 6 mentions a Euthyma- 
chos Agrylethen. It would be reasonable to assume that the Secretary of line 1 is the same 
person and to restore, for instance, Ev9vO4axos 'AA[tcaxo 'AypvXijOEv]; lines 2-5 would 
then have lengths of ca. 62, 65, 120 and 120 letters respectively. An advantage of such an 
arrangement is that more flexibility is achieved thereby for the restoration of lines 4, 5. 

With the longer line length lines 2-4 should be restored in some such manner as fol- 
Iows: [Ta'bf T'a 8to'7rpaTa 7rapEpa Kovvv I ]a' anE48[ov]To E7rt [M]',wvos9 ap[XovTos9 oL 

-aWA7)Tal ol ? --- - - .]aTosa HXOEE[tEvs] Eypajkca4[TEvE]. This man will be listed by pat- 
ronymic and demotic; it is most unlikely that this secretary and the secretary of line 1 are the 
same person. 

In lines 4-5 the surviving phrases and letters call for some such rubric as [cWoTE a7TObL- 
bovaL TOV 7TPtaLEvov (or Tbos 7rpLaMEvos0) adrao-av T7V TL/.LVp(V I TTE]VTE ETEl%6 line 4 will 
also have to accommodate a reference to the Thirty (and to their adherents?) as owners of 
the confiscated properties, while line 5 continues with a reference to the oligarchy (or to the 
oligarchs?), perhaps beginning a new clause. 

The shorter line length discussed above would necessitate rephrasing my restoration of 
lines 2-4 in rather awkward fashion, as follows: [TaME Ol 'rcoX'vVV I T]al a7rE{[0P] T0 Ert 
[M]tKwvos aP[XoPTros T&W V 1.LO7rpaTWV OS -c-a-- v _.2.]aTos FIXWE[LEVSj eypaMM&[TEvE]. 

Restoration of lines 4-5 along the lines that I have suggested above seems virtually impos- 
sible: thus, despite the very great width, in relation to thickness, that this implies for the 
stele, I have restored it with four columns of sales. 

6 Cf. Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47.3, where the purchase of houses has to be completed within 5 years and that 
of land within 10 years. 
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Line 6: In Column I the left curve and upper vertical of phi survive, followed by the 
right foot of alpha and the apex of lambda. In Column lI the top of the right hasta of nu may 
be preserved but the stone is extremely worn so that it cannot be said with assurance that 
this is a letter stroke; if it is not, then the initial letter of the name could be theta. Menippos, 
in Column I, is presumably the demarch of Phaleron; he is not otherwise known. Meritt 
printed [a7r]E[ypaq'aTo]; for the active form of the verb, see fragmentfg, line 13. In any case, 
as Lewis points out (per ep.), the middle is more appropriate to mining leases than to 
denunciations for confiscation. 

Line 7: Meritt printed [.].a6.. .a0o [...... ]s otKtas ]. The two inner and 
the right outer diagonals of mu survive at the left edge. In the space occupied by this person's 
demotic the surface is worn away, progressively deeper towards the right. Of the first letter 
a circle is preserved, considerably smaller in diameter than that of the omicron in the stoi- 
chos next but one to its left; the vertical, though faint, is clear on the stone but does not show 
up in the photograph. Traces of letters are preserved in the next three stoichoi: in particular, 
eta, although it does not show on a squeeze, is visible on the stone as a brownish discolor- 
ation. Alpha is very faint but complete; only the left leg of lambda survives. Eumathes is 
listed by Xenophon (Hellenika ii.3.2) as one of the Thirty. Xenophon does not identify 
them by demotic or patronymic, but it was hypothesized by R. C. Loeper7 that Xenophon's 
list was in the official order of phylai, three representing each phyle. No other order is 
discernible in this list, and the five Tyrants whose demotic, and therefore phyle, affiliations 
are definitely known are placed appropriately to this official order (Kritias, Theramenes, 
Anaitios, Drakontides, and Aristoteles). Eumathes ought therefore to belong to the phyle 
Aiantis; the restoration of the demotic (PaXr[pEw]s9 in this line shows that this is, indeed, the 
case, and the likelihood that Loeper is correct is increased. There still remain, however, a 
further 24 Tyrants whose phyle affiliations are unknown, and a strong case can be made for 
placing one of these, Erasistratos, in Acharnai and thus in the phyle Oineis rather than 
Hippothontis, where Loeper's hypothesis requires that he be placed. 

Line 10: The first letter is much abraded but the traces surviving suggest a circular 
letter underlying a triangular abrasion. Meritt printed a theta here, without dot. Boethos of 
Phaleron is probably the father of Ktesiphon and grandfather of another Boethos who was a 
bouleutes ca. 330 B.C.8 No suitable restoration comes to mind for the southern boundary of 
this property. The bottom of the left diagonal and part of the horizontal of alpha survive, 
and the remaining letters of this word, or words, are clear; they do not seem to belong to any 
known name, either of person or of place. At the right edge the bottom of the left hasta of nu 
is preserved. 

Lines 11-12: This man is unknown. The pattern seems to be that the purchasers of 
these properties were neighbors of the original owners; thus, the restoration 4?[a |A7pE]vs9 
seems very likely. I have restored 'I[a\ v jpo]it in lines 8-9 as the location of the property, 
despite the awkwardness of the spacing, since no other restoration seems likely or even 
possible. Meritt argued that Eyyv in line 12 and subsequently throughout the series was an 

I Zurnal Ministerstva Narodnago Prosveshcheniya 305, May-June 1896, pp. 90-101. See now D. 
Whitehead, "The Tribes of the Thirty Tyrants," JHS 100, 1980, pp. 208-213. I am grateful to Dr. 
Whitehead for his comments on this point (per ep.). 

8 See IG I12, 7612, line 2 and Agora XV, no. 46, line 35. 
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abbreviation for EyyV<r)Tr)s>, rather than for eyyv<r/> or Eyyv<rq9>;9 later, however, he 
changed his mind and argued, I believe correctly, that the expanded form should be Ey- 
yv<7q0E)6> and that in each case the translation should be "that so-and-so, properly bonded, 
purchased the property."10 

Line 13: The rubric for instalment payments is here set out in full; in subsequent sales 
it is shortened to KaTa/3oXr alone. The term of payment is probably 5 years in every case, 
despite Aristotle's statement" that 10 years was the normal term for sales of land. 

Lines 16-17: It is known that Anaitios, one of the Thirty, was from Sphettos. I have 
therefore restored his name here on the suggestion of D. M. Lewis (per ep.). Once again, we 
have a case where demarch, previous owner and purchaser all come from the same deme; 
thus, the property listed is also likely to be in Sphettos. I restore tentatively: oKtKta<v> Kaa[' 

Xw tp'OP 1 4qTTO]L. Meritt printed a nu after the last preserved stoichos but I can see no 
trace of this on the stone. 

Line 18: A diagonal apex is preserved, a little to the right of center in its stoichos, so that 
lambda is less likely than mu. For the placing of the punctuation mark, see line 10. The 
upper loop of beta is preserved. 

Line 19: The top left corner of rho survives at the right edge. 
Line 20: At the right edge the left hasta of eta survives. 
Line 22: The horizontal of a third drachma sign is preserved at the left edge. 
Line 25: Since Kerameis belonged to the tribe Akamantis, it is tempting to look for 

another Akamantid Tyrant here; in fact, one could restore [IlEt'owV0] here, since Peison's 
name follows that of Anaitios in Xenophon's list. There is, however, no prosopographical 
support for placing Peison in Kerameis. Chaireleos, the other assumed Akamantid, has 
been tentatively assigned to Hagnous.12 In this line the bottom of the lower arm of kappa is 
preserved at the left edge. 

Line 26: The letters here are quite clear, even on a photograph, and I could detect no 
trace of an erasure or of re-engravure. Lewis suggests (per ep.), I think correctly, that what 
was intended to be inscribed here was [Ev KEpa]/<Ewv> t y[ErTW /j| oppaOEv . . . . t- 

Aos> with some such name as Aristophilos, rather than Meritt's Theophilos. 
Line 29: The upper two thirds of a triangular letter, followed by a circular letter, sur- 

vive here; the traces rule out the demotic EK KEpatE'v. 

STELE II (P1. 27:b) 

Fragment d (IG 112, 1579): Found "ad porticum Attali" in 1865 and republished by B. D. 
Meritt.13 The left edge and smooth-dressed back are preserved. 

9 Hesperia 4, 1935, pp. 570-571. 
l?Hesperia 15, 1946, p. 184. Whatever the interpretation, the absence of names is puzzling: is the gap 

after Eyyv intended for temporary "penciling-in", to be erased after payment, a practice resembling that of 
erasing the whitened boards upon which debts to the state were registered? In such a case, Eyyv<,T S> 
would be preferable to fyyv<,OtOsL>. 

" l Ath. Pol., 47.3. 
12 PA 15137, 15138; see also APF, no. 2921 (XII). 
13 Op. cit. (footnote 10 above), pp. 18 1-184, no. 31 a. 
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P.H. 0.300 m.; p.W. 0.325 m.; Th. (top left) 0.083 m., (bottom right) 0.086 m. 
H. of letters 0.007-0.008 m.; horizontal checker 0.0120 m.; vertical checker 0.01 10 m. 

Epigraphical Museum Inv. E.M. 7956 

Column I XTOIX. 25 

d [. . . ? . . .'AypvX]fq[Ev a7rEypa4sEv] 

.].9.... ]rr oo[l'Kd'av. 5...] 

. ....8....]KtOV 'Ayp[vXijoxV, ct ye]- 
[HHAIZ ] [trwpt /3o]ppa'OEv D 0b' vo[r'OEv 8]- 

5 [6T7rd] [e ] kI' vO] Xo, EptaXo ...... 
[n] 'r o EvvOvpxiaXo 'AypvX[ij0Ev 'yyv v] 

KaTra/3oAX Z i FFF A [ vacat 

<A>EvK0XoAo0' 4 2aXa[p?vog ra&E] 
r 

/ 
/ . ^ -1 5 1~ 

arEy OEoEvos SvrvE[ ratWvaXos' o]- 

10 KLtav Ev Y2aXaptvt ,[ ....... 

HHHHA? t ut ydErco .. / a[ .. . 
E7rco orO,Ev 8 NLKo8LK[o' 'wrp'aro ]- 

WO-ivof09o 'Apto-rovo[pto ... 

s EyyV vacat 

15 Kqara/3oX<K:> Z> A H- vacat 

oEovosE'V EEpa oKda [E.v. 5. .5... 

HAAAAZ i\ i\ i\ i\ 11 lt t yrco /oppa[EV D 
Ero vor00Ev 8\ 

` 
E$KEOTTo' [IErptaro] 

[H-F I] MEArroso MEyaKX\o'0 'AA\[WrEKi0E]- 
20 v vyyv vacat 

[Kara/oXu8 z? z? n I-F] oF rvacat 

Line 1: Previous editors have printed JO here; the vertical is, however, actually low and 
to right of center, while the circular letter is only partially preserved, so that it could be 
either omicron or theta. Since the property listed is in Agryle, it is extremely likely that the 
lister is the demarch of Agryle. Accordingly, I have restored this demotic here. 

Line 2: The demotic could be Gargettios, Sypalettios, or Sphettios; an obvious candidate 
for this space is the Sphettian whose property was listed on fragment a, lines 15-22, and 
whose name, I have assumed, was Anaitios, one of the few members of the Thirty whose 
demotic is known. One might therefore restore [.'AypvX]jQ[ [v a7wrEypa- 
4fEv I 'Avat-rto 125]r-qrrt'o o[lcKt'av rqt wpoOvpov To\ 8&i]KtoV.1' 

Line 5: The right tip of the bottom horizontal of epsilon survives, followed by the bottom 
of a central vertical; the next letter has entirely disappeared, while the bottom of another 

14Suggested by D. M. Lewis (per ep.), after R. Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Histor- 
ical Inscriptions, Oxford 1969, no. 79 B, lines 76-77. 
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central vertical is preserved in the following stoichos. It is very likely, therefore, that Eu- 
thymachos, the father of the purchaser, is also the southern neighbor of this property. I have 
argued (above, Stele I) that he may have been Secretary to the Boule at the time when these 
transactions were registered. Euthymachos, however, is a common name. 

Line 6: The bottom of a central vertical survives in the first stoichos. 
Line 7: It can be assumed from lines 8-15 that instalments were spread over 5 years; so, 

from the instalment figure here listed, we can calculate that the full purchase price was 215 
drachmai and the tax 5 drachmai. 15 

Line 8: The mason carved alpha for lambda. Salamis was not an Attic deme, but Leu- 
kolophos must have held some official position on the island equivalent to that of demarch; 
moreover, since his name appears without Attic demotic, he is not likely to have been an 
Athenian citizen. In IG 112, 1672, line 274 (329/8 B.C.), however, an Athenian is listed as 
behaving in Salamis as a demarch would, even though he is not named as such. Salamis was 
ruled by an Athenian archon in the latter part of the 4th century.16 

Line 9: The upper left corner of epsilon is preserved. Theomenes of Xypete is not 
otherwise known; Xenophon's list of the Thirty contains two names that are very similar to 
it and to one another, separated by only one name. Theognis, if Loeper's hypothesis be 
correct, will have belonged to the phyle Kekropis, while Theogenes will have been the first 
representative of Hippothontis; Theomenes' deme Xypete belonged to Kekropis. I am 
tempted, despite the misgivings of D. M. Lewis (per ep.), to suggest that Xenophon, or his 
copyist, wrote down Theognis' name in error for Theomenes. If the original list was set out 
in columns, somewhat like a casualty list, phyle by phyle, it would be easy enough for 
Xenophon to have written Theogenes' name twice and for his copyist then to have attempt- 
ed to correct this by substituting the name Theognis. There is actually a variant manuscript 
reading Theagenes for Theogenes which might represent another copyist's effort to differ- 
entiate the two men. As Lewis points out, however, there are serious difficulties in accepting 
such a hypothesis; the evidence collected at PA 6736 seems to indicate that Theognis the 
Tyrant was also Theognis the tragic poet of the late 5th century. This identification rests 
mainly upon the testimony of a scholiast to Aristophanes;17 the same scholiast adds, how- 
ever: 09 Kat Xco E XyEro. Thus, there is no clear evidence that Theognis the tragic poet 
was also one of the Thirty. But this does not remove the far more serious objection that 
Lysias (xii.6) also mentions Theognis by name as one of the Thirty. Admittedly, Lysias 
does not say in so many words that Theognis was a member of the Thirty, but the implica- 
tion is that he was, since Lysias couples him with Peison (,E'oyvts yap Kat Hocov E'XEyoV 
Ev 'os TpdLKov7a .. .). There are two other possibilities: that Theomenes was not one of 
the Thirty but one of their adherents; or that Xenophon's Theogenes should be emended to 
Theomenes, thus invalidating Loeper's hypothesis. For the former there is, in fact, some 
support: it seems that this fragment is concerned with properties located outside the deme-of- 
residence of the original owner. Thus, it may have been an appendix to Stele I or even to the 
whole series, making no differentiation between Tyrants and their adherents. I believe (see 

15 See W. K. Pritchett, "Fourth-Century Athenian Sales-Taxes," CP 51, 1956, pp. 100-102. 
16 See Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 54.8 and 62.2. 
17Acharnenses, 11 and 140; Thesmophoriazousae, 170. 
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below, p. 91) that its thickness does not permit it to be assigned to the same stele as frag- 
ments abc. 

Line 10: The last surviving letter seems to be pi, rather than the epsilon that was print- 
ed by previous editors: the top bar and the beginnings of the verticals are preserved. I have 
no suggestions for the nature or location of this property on Salamis. 

Line 11: The bottom of the right hasta of the first 100-sign is preserved. 
Line 12: Nikodikos is not otherwise known. He may be a native Salaminian, or else an 

Athenian property owner. Sosinomos son of Aristonomos is likewise unknown. 
Line 15: The mason inscribed nu instead of eta. 
Lines 16-17: This property, too, is on Salamis. 
Line 17: Previous editors restored the first numeral as [H4]. That this restoration is 

correct is shown by the traces of a vertical stroke whose bottom survives at the edge, though 
it seems to be where a left, rather than a right, hasta would be placed. My calculation of the 
sum of the instalment (line 21) is further support for the restoration of a 100-sign here. 

Lines 19-20: The purchaser Meletos may be the same man as the purchaser of the 
property listed on fragment e, lines 3-4 (PA 9828). In line 20 the top of the right hasta of nu 
survives. 

Line 21: Below the epsilon and omicron of line 19 the tops of two verticals are pre- 
served; thus, j - must be restored here, leaving space for five numerals to their left. What- 
ever is restored in line 17, the instalment will end in the figure 9 [HI[I-] [i, so that only two 
more numerals are needed. The choice is further restricted because there is space only for 
one numeral in line 17 where the bottom of a (leftish) vertical is preserved. [zASA] would 
give an instalment of 29 and a purchase price of 145 drachmai. [HH] would give an instal- 
ment of 209 and a purchase price of 1045 drachmai. These seem to be the only choices. 
What remains of the first numeral in line 17, however, is better interpreted as H than as X, 
and I have restored 145 and 29 drachmai as purchase price and instalment respectively, 
with a tax of 3 drachmai, 1 obol. 

STELE III (P1. 27:b) 

Fragment e: Found in the wall of a modern house on November 17, 1937 at Agora grid 
square 0 18 and published by B. D. Meritt.18 It is broken all around. 

P.H. 0.160 m.; p.W. 0.168 m.; p.Th. 0.042 m. 
H. of letters, lines 1-6, 0.007-0.008 m.; line 8, 0.009 m.; line 9, 0.008 m.; lines 11ff., 0.007-0.008 m. Lines 
1-6, horizontal checker 0.0105 m.; vertical checker 0.0110 m. Lines 8-9, horizontal checker 0.0110 m.; 
vertical checker 0.0190 m. Lines 1lff., horizontal checker 0.0105 m.; vertical checker 0.0092 m. 

Agora Inv. No. I 627 b 

Column II (or III?) XTOIX. 25 
e[XXXHHI'll] [. IF, yEr]wM [oppaOEv .2.] 

[. .'k. 4odO]EV be .. . . . . 

[67rd] [ 3 *? 7rpLaro MEX[ ...... 12 
[. 'AXwr]eijO0v ey[yv vacat ] 

18 Loc. cit. (footnote 13 above). 
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5 [Kara]PoXAjFR vH I F-[---- vacat 
[ fl[1IIIII] [Ira] ETOvta o 7pta[AEvos ETAXEtv] 

vacat 

vacat 

(r ]v EV&EKa 

10 vacat 

[- - - - - - - - o]tK'at as ot bnj[apXot arE'ypay/av] 
vacat 

?- - - - NNOtdwo7ro'e [Ot'o a7rE'ypa4rEv 3 .]- 
0 oEOttoo[t'tav ..a. ] 

15 x7)7rOV COI yEg[r&u /3oppaOEV .4. 

7T [kvOrO] v[o]Er [OEbe ..........11. 

Two series of sales are recorded here: the final sale of the property belonging to one 
group of the Thirty or their adherents; then a heading, which probably identified the Eleven 
as the owners of the next group of properties sold (see below); then the first of this new 
group. This heading extended to the left of the surviving column of sales; it is not clear what 
the position of this column was upon the stele, but a slight decrease in vertical spacing 
suggests that these sales may have been recorded near the bottom. 

Lines 1-7: In line 1 the foot of the left outer diagonal of mu is preserved, after the right 
foot and leg of omega; in line 2 the top of the left hasta of eta survives at the right edge; in 
line 3 the feet of alpha survive, followed by the bottom and right horizontal tip of tau; 
restoration of this line provides the line length. In line 4 the upper left corner of gamma 
survives at the right edge. In line 5 there is an uninscribed stoichos between the 500- and 
100-signs; after the 50-sign there is a not quite vertical stroke at the right side of the stoichos 
which may be a drachma sign: the spacing suggests that the mason did not omit a numeral 
from this line but, rather, spread out his numerals so that each multiple numeral occupies 
rather more than one stoichos width. Thus, the instalment will have been 651+ drachmai 
and the full purchase price at least 3,255 drachmai. The tax will have been 55 drachmai, 5 
obols. 

The purchaser was identified by Meritt as the same man who purchased property on 
Salamis (fragment d, lines 19-20: PA 9828, Meletos son of Megakles of Alopeke). If he was 
the same man, he is likely to have been the son of Megakles V (PA 9695). Davies,19 however, 
suggests that Megakles V had become heavily indebted by the 420's; the family was certain- 
ly in low water financially by the 4th century. Thus, it might be worth considering MOEA[?,- 
ortag?OKtv'bLO ' AXcY 2]EKijOEV, that is PA 9813, even though the evidence suggests that this 
man was born ca. 470 B.c.;20 this family was still extremely wealthy in the 4th century. 

Lines 8-11: Two lines were left uninscribed after line 6. What follows is a subheading, 
its two lines separated from each other by an uninscribed line, with another uninscribed line 

19 APF, pp. 381-384. 
20 See ibid., p. 231. 
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between them and the next sales rubric. The top of the right hasta of nu is preserved in line 
9; in line 11 the foot of the outer left diagonal of mu survives. 

Meritt believed that this fragment came from the bottom of the same stele as that of 
fragment d. His conclusions were based on the similarity of the horizontal and vertical 
checkers of lines 1-6 and on his identification of the purchaser of lines 3-4 as the same man 
who purchased property in Salamis (fragment d, lines 19-20). The checker patterns, how- 
ever, are not quite identical; nor is it certain that the two purchasers are the same (see 
above). In any case, I can see no overriding reason for placing this fragment in Column I, 
since no edge is preserved; indeed, Meritt's restoration of line 11 would fit better over one of 
the center columns. Meritt thought that line 9 might be restored as [7rapa r5]Vv YvE3Ka, 
basing his argument upon the heading of a poletai record of 367/6 B.C.: 71-WAI)rat ---- 
7raE Waile3oaro apaXa/orEs 7rapa rv Ev83Ea;21 see also Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 52). Lewis' 
suggestion, [rw]v 'Ev&EKa: "Property of the Eleven", is more attractive than Meritt's, given 
the context of this fragment,22 and it still holds good even if the fragment is placed at center 
stele. If, however, the fragment is placed in Column III the full formula of the poletai- 
record of 367/6 might be restored. I doubt whether it should be placed in Column IV. 
There is an outside possibility that this fragment might be restored with a line of 32, rather 
than of 25, letters, since the tax rubric of line 6 is in the same form as those of fragmentsfg 
(also h), which have a line length of 32 letters. No suitable name, however, comes to mind 
for lines 3-4, and the sheer size of the transaction makes it unlikely that another, and un- 
known, wealthy family from Alopeke is involved. 

Lines 13-16: A new group of sales begins here; the uninscribed space to left of nu in line 
1 3 indicates that this is the first letter of its line. In line 1 5 the stone breaks on the left side of 
the vertical of kappa, but enough of the upper arm of this letter survives to make the reading 
certain; at the right edge the top of iota is preserved. In line 16 only the tops of the letters are 
preserved. 

Nothippos was demarch of Oion; he is not otherwise known. The owner of this prop- 
erty was certainly not one of the Thirty, but, unless Lewis' suggestion regarding the sub- 
heading of line 9 is accepted, there is no way of telling to which group of the Thirty's follow- 
ers he belonged. The cramping of the vertical checker here suggests that this fragment comes 
from near the bottom of its stele, and thus that a relatively short list of sales may here have 
been recorded. 

The man whose name is partly preserved in line 14 is not otherwise known. The lacuna 
in line 14 contained a topographical reference to some place in the deme of Oion. The 
fragmentary name of line 15 is part of the boundary reference by which this property is 
identified; it is likely to have been the name of a place or geographical feature, rather than of 
the owner of an estate. 

21 M. Crosby, "Greek Inscriptions: A Poletai Record of the Year 367/6 B.C.," Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 
14-30, no. 1, lines 1-7. 

22 Ehrenberg Studies, p. 179. 
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STELE IV 

Fragmentf (Pl. 28:a): Found in January 1934 at Agora grid square K 13 and published by 
B. D. Meritt.23 The left edge is preserved. 

P.H. 0.165 m.; p.W. 0.148 m.; p.Th. 0.055 m. 
H. of letters 0.007-0.008 m.; horizontal checker 0.0113 m.; vertical checker 0.0101 m. 

Agora Inv. No. 1 1092 

Fragment g (P1. 28:c): Found on March 30, 1933 at Agora grid square Z 13 and published 
by B. D. Meritt.24 It is broken all around. 

P.H. 0.115 m.; p.W. 0.095 m.; p.Th. 0.042 m. 
H. of letters, lines 1-5, 0.007 m.; line 7, 0.007-0.008 m.; lines 8ff., 0.007 m.; horizontal checker 0.0110 m.; 
vertical checker 0.0102 m. 

Agora Inv. No. I 627 

Column I XTOIX. 32 
f 4 25 e yyv2 Ka] 

f~~~~~a(oDAA[ ........ .. .. .. ..2.......... .V Ka]- 

[41--F r~caXwvta [o3 7pta/JkEVos! ETEXEt vacat] 

HXrawv <'A>+[t8vaitoS! a7rEypa4'Ev ....8.... 
5 s! K<a>t? oT43o[0Aot Ka7EKvp?aa . ....9.... 

To AatbaX[Jbo -vvVotKLaz Kat EXaTtaN ? E]- 

g IHZ 7Trt T7t <Ko>p L4a [ KEt/iEV a s ? ais! yE to] T 7NS - 

?to avtovr[oS ............ ]bEs (3oppaO- 

Ey Kbtao'b[pos!.... 10 . ]s 7TrXOpa U U 
10 Erplaro ' ApE[afatXMLos! ? T?vq7ro]iN4Lo EVov vVt- 

EVS! EyyvV KaT[a,/30Xo H AZ F4 ?] vacat 
A< Flf- rEzarwvta ' 7[pta4kEvosE ElA]Et vacat 

'ApXE81o[S. ........... a7r]Eypa4'E Xapi- 
ffLOS! Ka[L ffV/1430Xot KaTEKvpW]o-avZ ApaKoV- 

15 ri[8o 'A4n83vaio ? ......]3...... .]wt aViro t- 

PRHH~ [......... IF 
H 1 

[..... ?.. .. ........ .]Y ZAKE- 

These two fragments do not join, but Meritt had no doubt that they belong together: 
marble, script, spacing and content are identical. In the main, I have followed his restora- 
tions,25 which have a compelling rightness about them, except for part of lines 3, 6-7, and 12. 
The line length and the somewhat different rubrics indicate that a new stele is involved, but 

23Hesperia 5, 1936, pp. 390-393, no. 9 a. 
24 Loc. cit., no. 9 b. 
25 Loc. cit. (footnote 23 above), nos. 9 a and b. 
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Lewis' identification of the owner of the confiscated property of lines 13ff. as one of the 
Thirty26 makes it virtually certain that this stele belongs with the rest; perhaps, like frag- 
ment d, it is part of an appendix to the series. 

Line 1: The bottom of a central vertical is preserved; this will probably be part of the 
name of the purchaser, followed at the end of the line by [Eyyv ], as in line 11 and on the 
other fragments. 

Lines 2-3: The bottom left corner of a second A is preserved in line 2. The instalrnent 
will have been between 30 and 39 drachmai and the sale price between 150 and 199 drach- 
mai, 5 obols (for the basis of this calculation, and for the restoration of line 3 and line 12, see 
W. K. Pritchett27). 

Lines 4-10: The bar of the second alpha in line 5 and of the alpha in line 6 were omitted 
by the mason; in line 7 the left foot of alpha survives at the right edge of fragment f; on 
fragment g omega, mu and pi are complete but only the bottoms of the other letters survive. 
In line 10 the right foot of lambda is preserved. Meritt based his restorations and interpreta- 
tion of lines 4-5 and of lines 13-14 on Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47.2 and 56.1: sales of confiscated 
property were conducted by the Poletai before the Boule and were then ratified by the 
archons. In this instance, and in lines 13-14, one of the archons and his advisers effect 
ratification. 

Platon of Aphidna, who registered this property for sale, should be the demarch of 
Aphidna: Meritt's restoration, however, places the property in Thria, several miles away 
from Aphidna ([e] ' Op4[at KELytEas!]). Neither the previous owner nor the purchaser of 
this property is from Aphidna or from Thria; this should occasion no surprise since the sales 
listed on this stele may well be of properties located outside the demes-of-residence of the 
original owners, as are those of fragment d. There is no case, however, for arguing that 
Platon of Aphidna had official standing in Thria but not in his own deme, nor is it likely 
that records of properties located in one deme were kept in the archives of another;28 thus, 
Meritt's reading should be amended. In any case, Op('at or Opta^ot would be preferable to 
E T rijt Opiat. It seems best therefore to regard the theta of this line as an error for omicron 
and to read [e] | t rijt <0o>pt[t, KTX.].29 Thus, the property is located on the boundary of 
Aphidna, and its northern neighbor Kephisodoros may be identified as a member of a well- 
known and wealthy family of Aphidna, perhaps PA 8386, the father of Teisandros.30 
Meritt's restoration [orvvoLKLav KaNt EofXariav] is still the likeliest in view of the large sums 
involved, but I feel that his [KEqyE'as!] should perhaps be discarded in favor of some more 
precise topographical reference. The eastern boundary of this estate seems to have been 
defined by some landmark, rather than by an estate. 

26 Ehrenberg Studies, p. 179. 
27 Op. cit. (footnote 15 above). 
28 I have assumed that some sort of land register existed at this time in each deme, despite the arguments 

against such an assumption put forward by M. I. Finley, Studies in Land and Credit in Ancient Athens 
500-200 B.C. The HIoros-Inscriptions, New Brunswick, N.J. 1951, pp. 207-208, notes 19 and 20 (with 
previous references). 

29 Optkat, IG 112, 329, line 2; Optaurt, Xenophon, Hellenika v.4.21; for opt'a as the equivalent of 'opos, see 
IG 112, 2630, line 4. 

30 PA 13459; see Plato, Gorgias, 487c. 
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Since Drakontides, owner of the property listed in lines 13ff., was almost certainly one 
of the Thirty, it would be tempting to try to restore another Tyrant name in lines 5-6; the 
only name, however, that would fit is that of Erasistratos, and he is more likely to belong to 
Acharnai,31 or, if Loeper be correct, to a Hippothontid deme. Almost certainly, therefore, 
this man is not one of the Thirty but an adherent. The purchaser was probably a son or 
cousin of Tlepolemos son of Hyperbios of Euonymon.32 

Line 12: The right diagonal of A is preserved at the left edge of fragmentf; the mason inscribed here 
three widely spaced, vertical strokes, which Pritchett33 correctly interpreted as incomplete drachma signs. The 
upper left corner of pi survives at the right edge; I could see no trace of the right vertical mark reported by 
Vanderpool.34 The epsilon and iota on fragment g seem about 0.001 m. taller than the corresponding letters in 
the same line on fragmentf, and this led me at one time to think that a heading might be involved, similar to 
that on fragment e. But the manner in which the text of lines 2-11 matches on the two fragments makes it most 
unlikely that either should be set below the other: spacing and vertical line intervals conform exactly. 

Lines 13-16: In line 15 of fragment g the bottom right half of the stoichos survives 
uninscribed before omega; the letter in this space must therefore have been one with a 
central or left vertical. The last letter in this line was read by Meritt as a partial mu. Of this 
a left diagonal survives, together with part of another diagonal, sloping the other way; their 
apex is slightly left of center but there is no trace of a second inner diagonal, although the 
surface seems to be preserved here. Also, the angles at which these diagonals slope seem 
flatter than those of other mus, so that lambda might be a better reading here. In line 16, 
fragmentf, the upper left and right corners of the 500-sign, the tops of both 100-signs, and 
the upper left corner and upper horizontal of the 50-sign are preserved. On this sale price of 
750 drachmai the instalment will have been 150 drachmai and the tax 16 drachmai. On 
fragment g Meritt read the first partially preserved letter as a dotted sigma; the angle of the 
diagonal that survives, however, seems too steep for that of a sigma, and I should prefer to 
read a dotted upsilon here. After kappa, at the end of the line, the photograph published by 
Meritt shows a left vertical and central horizontal. No trace of these is now visible on the 
stone, but I am inclined to think that these may have been parts of an epsilon or eta. Thus, 
these letters could have been part of the name Eurysakes, which is attested at Athens only as 
the name of a hero, or of the shrine of the Eurysakeion, which seems to have been some- 
where southwest of the Hephaisteion, on the hill of Kolonos Agoraios.35 Thus, I believe that 
line 15 contains a topographical reference: the property sold here was located by or near the 
Eurysakeion, in the deme Melite or in one adjoining Melite. 

Archedemos (line 13) will have been demarch of the deme in which the property was 
located. The space for his demotic, however, is too great for the restoration [MEXtrEvs]; 
there are 14 possible demotics but the only one that is at all suitable topographically is 
[1Ka,q3w8cv's!]. Skambonidai, however, lay to the northeast of the Hephaisteion, that is, if 
the Eurysakeion is correctly placed, at the opposite diagonal corner of the deme from the 

31 See APF, nos. 5025, 5026, 5028, and 13921. 
32 See APF, no. 12888. 
33Op. cit. (footnote 15 above), p. 101. 
34 In Pritchett, op. cit. (footnote 15 above), p. 100. 
35See H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, XIV, The Agora of Athens, Prince- 

ton 1972, p. 171. 
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sanctuary. Charisios (lines 13-14) will have been one of the archons, for the same year as 
the archon of lines 4-5. Drakontides of Aphidna (PA 4546) was one of the Thirty and was 
almost certainly the property owner of lines 14-15. 

Line 15 contains Drakontides' demotic and describes the property. The topographical 
description may have begun in line 15 and run over into line 16, at the end of which the 
Eurysakeion is the first neighbor reference. If I am right in locating the property in Skam- 
bonidai, this neighbor reference might run as follows: [It (or ots) yErwv vorPOEv o Ev)- 
p]Vo-aKE[Lo], leaving 7 letters to complete the property description of lines 15-16. The last 
5 letters of line 15 are best interpreted as the beginning of a personal name, such as Autoly- 
kos or Automedon. 

STELE V (P1. 28:b) 

Fragment h: Found in late fill on April 27, 1934 at Agora grid square K 14 and published 
by B. D. Meritt.36 The right edge is preserved. 

P.H. 0.148 m.; p.W. 0.073 m.; p.Th. 0.032 m. 
H. of letters, line 1, 0.008 m.; lines 2ff., 0.007-0.008 m.; horizontal checker 0.0105 m.; vertical checker 
0.0130 m. 

Agora Inv. No. 1 1894 

Column III X-TOIX. 32 
A [ ~ ~~~~~31 h [........... ....... 1 

1 ~~~29 ]vvo 

1 28 ]vvvv 

1 27 vvvv 

5[---- ] .. 2 ........... ? ]XcopLo 
[cp. . 5. . Ct yELTW OppaOEV obS.] 7poS Z- 

[Eav ? ayoo-a voToOEV E.. . . 11 . E7pl- 

[aro 26 
..]Q.E. 

E- 

[yyv Kara/3oX . 13 .] vacat 
10 [----] [Ta ETwvta o rptalEvos- ETEAEt vvvv] vacat 

28 ]ovrl.] 

Meritt37 thought this to be the upper left part of the stele of fragment d and restored it 
with a line of 25 letters. 

Lines 1-3: There are uninscribed spaces of one, three, and four stoichoi respectively at 
the ends of lines 1, 2, and 3. Whether there ever was anything inscribed to the left of these 
spaces I regard as unlikely. 

Line 4: A well-preserved vertical stroke survives at mid-stoichos, above the omega of 
line 5. If Meritt is correct in assuming that the rubrics are similar to those of fragment d, one 

36 Hesperza 16, 1947, p. 149, no. 38. 
37 Loc. cit. 
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might restore this as the end of a sale: [Kara8o2vr . ] . VV?V This, however, 
would seem to involve a very large sum for the instalment, and, moreover, it still does not 
account for all the uninscribed spaces in the lines above. Another interpretation is to regard 
this as the end of a heading. Since the surviving letter stroke is taller than those of the lines 
below it, this is an attractive alternative. 

Line 5: Whether or not line 4 is a heading, line 5 seems to mark the beginning of a new 
sale. As such, there is too little space to permit restoration of the usual complete formula: 
"so-and-so registered for sale property belonging to so-and-so, namely ---." Thus, this 
inust be the abbreviated rubric that is employed when a demarch registers a second property 
belonging to the same owner and in the same deme: "Property belonging to so-and-so, 
namely another -- - While I am convinced, however, that the latter is the correct inter- 
pretation, Meritt's restorations need further emendation. They provide no topographical 
description in line 6, and there is too much unfilled space before xwptov in line 5 for this to 
be the only property sold. The correct restoration of these lines will run: "[Property belong- 
ing to so-and-so, namely another --- and a] Xopto| [E'V ---- OtS yElTCOk KTX.]." This 
requires a longer line than Meritt's 25-letter one, and an obvious model is provided by 
fragmentsfg, which might thus be part of the same stele. Meritt's restoration of lines 6-7, 
which seems to me to be insufficiently precise, can be emended to allow the southern bound- 
ary of the property to be the estate of an individual, rather than another road. Even with a 
32-letter line, line 4 seems better restored as a heading than as the end of a sale, since the tax 
rubric found in fragmentsfg (ra e -vta o 7Tpta/kEvos! ETE'XEt) is too short by 4 letters, and, in 
any case, the uninscribed spaces in lines 1-3 are still unexplained. This heading is likely to 
have been similar to that of lines 9-11 of fragment e, in which the owners of the confiscated 
properties seem to be identified as a group (see above, p. 83). One might restore [?--- 
TrV ZEKa Trv 4k HEtLpaLE]L, making up the rest of the line by an expansion or adaptation of 
the formula of fragment e, line 1 1: [otKlat as! oct 83.kapXot a7rEypa/av - - -]. Such a heading 
would have extended clear across the stele, which I believe to have been of dimensions 
similar to those of Stele I: three columns of sales, each with a line of 32 letters, plus tax 
rubrics, would give a width of ca. 1.400 m., compared with an estimated width of 1.500 m. 
for Stele I, with its four columns and 25-letter lines. The sale recorded here in Column III 
would have been linked by ownership, location, and demarch to the last sale of Column II. 

Meritt suggested that the northern boundary of this property was the road to Zea. Even 
with a 32-letter line, this still seems the likeliest restoration, and thus the property will have 
been in Peiraieus or in a deme adjacent to it. The restoration of [EV ZEat] in line 6 seems 
somewhat unlikely, however. 

Line 8: It is probably merely a coincidence that the same purchaser could be restored 
here as in lines 5-6 of fragment d. 

Line 9: I believe that sales on this stele, or at any rate in this part of the stele, were 
separated by a single uninscribed line, as on Stele I. Thus, its layout will have been similar 
to that of Stele I, except for the 32-letter line. 

Line 10: The surviving letters are part of the name of an archon. 
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UNATTRIBUTED FRAGMENT (STELE VI? P1. 28:d) 

Fragment i: Found in a late Roman context on March 26, 1934 at Agora grid square G 1 1. 
The flat, stipple-dressed top is preserved, with a drafted edge 0.010 m. in width where it 
joins the inscribed face.38 

P.H. 0.048 m.; p.W. 0.073 m.; p.Th. 0.046 m. 
H. of letters 0.007-0.008 m.; horizontal checker 0.0100 m.; vertical checker 0.0100 m. 

Agora Inv. No. 1 1681 
Column I (or IV?) XTOIX. 25? 

i [----] [?___ _------- -a?7]E4ypa4'E B[------- 

[------------------]n---------] 

Only the first line and part of one letter of a second are preserved. The space above line 
1 is sufficient for another 4 lines of text but no traces of letters remain, and I believe the 
surface to be original at least for a height of two lines above line 1. Thus, this fragment 
might be from one of the outer columns of its stele with a heading above the inner column(s). 
In line 2 the top of the left hasta of eta is preserved below the second epsilon of line 1. There 
is no way of telling whether this fragment should be restored with a line of 25 or of 32 
letters. Nor, of course, is it certain that it belongs to the same series as the other fragments. 
What does survive, however, makes its restoration as part of a poletai record extremely 
likely. 

LOCATION OF THE MONUMENT 

Many of the stelai on which were recorded the leases of mines and the confiscation and 
sale of real property seem to have been set up at the southwest corner of the Agora, where 
the Poleterion is thought to have been situated.39 By contrast, the stelai on which the sales of 
the property of the violators of the Mysteries were recorded in 414/3 B.C. were apparently 
set up near to the Eleusinion, on the east.40 Of the nine fragments that I have identified as 
deriving from the stelai on which were recorded the sale of the Tyrants' property none was 
found in an original context. The two that were found in or to east of the Stoa of Attalos (a 
and d) may be presumed to have been brought there at the time of building of the Late 
Roman Fortification; the same may be true of e, found south of the Church of the Holy 
Apostles. Five others were found along the north-south axis of the Market Square (bc,f, g 
and h), three of them within the area occupied by the Middle Stoa. Thus, it is possible that 
the original location of this monument was near the Heliaia, perhaps in what became the 
South Square after the construction of the Middle Stoa in the 2nd century B.C. One frag- 
ment, i, however, was found by the Tholos; since this is the smallest fragment, really only a 
chip, it is not likely to have moved far from where it fell when the monument was broken up. 

38 J am grateful to Professor Homer A. Thompson, Director Emeritus of the Agora Excavations, for 
assigning this fragment to me for study and publication. 

39See Thompson and Wycherley, op. cit. (footnote 35 above), p. 73. 
40Ibid., p. 153. 
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Thus, if indeed it does belong to the same monument as the other fragments, it may be taken 
as evidence that the monument was set up outside or in the Poleterion and thus was probab- 
ly the first such document inscribed on stone by the Poletai at their official location. 

THE ORGANIZATION AND FORM OF THE STELAI 

The fragments fall into two main categories, those with column line lengths of 25 and 
32 letters respectively, and into two subcategories, those dealing with sales of "primary" and 
of "secondary" properties respectively. So far as can be determined, no one stele dealt exclu- 
sively with a particular group, whether of the Thirty or of their adherents. 

Since Stele I apparently contains the master heading for the entire series and also has a 
column line length of 25 letters, I have assumed that the monument was originally planned 
for 25-letter column line lengths. My numbering of the fragments is based also on the 
assumption that "primary" properties were disposed of before "secondary" properties. 
Whether or not each stele bore a heading is not determinable, but there is certainly space for 
a long heading of less than stele width on Stele IV, even though all that now survives there is 
one letter of what may be the fourth line of such a heading; indeed, since this stele also had a 
column line length of 32 letters, it is quite possible that it and Stele V represent a new series, 
perhaps a separate monument.41 The only other stele definitely to bear any sort of heading 
is Stele III, but here only a subheading is involved. 

Only Stelai I and II preserve the full thickness. II, although it contains texts from the 
middle or bottom of the stele, is thinner than I, which also preserves the top of the stele; 
therefore I have assumed that I and II are parts of separate stelai. In both cases the pre- 
served thickness, in relation to restored width, is much less than usual for stelai.i2 

The top of the monument seems to have been undecorated. On both Stele I and Stele VI 
(if indeed it belongs to the same series) the top surface is stipple dressed and flat, with no 
trace of dowel holes or of pour channels for lead that would have permitted a crowning 
member to be affixed. Likewise, the edges, where preserved, have no distinguishing features 
that would indicate the relationship of one stele to another, and the absence of drafted edges 
or of anathyrosis suggests that each stele stood on its own, separate from its neighbors. It 

41 Those stelai of which the column line length is 32 letters also have rubrics sightly different in form, 
though not in substance, from those of stelai with a column line length of 25 letters; since, however, the 
text of Stele IV seems to confirm its connection with the affairs of the Thirty and that of Stele V seems to 
deal with the property of the Peiraieus Ten, I should be inclined to regard the change in line length and 
rubrics as coinciding with the inauguration of a new board of Poletai, that is, in the year of Xenainetos 
(401/0 B.C.). 

42 For comparison, see the "Attic Stelai", published by W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia 22, 1953, pp. 225-299; 
Hesperia 25, 1956, pp. 178-328; Hesperia 30, 1961, pp. 23-29; see also the additional fragment published 
by J. McK. Camp II, Hesperia 43, 1974, pp. 319-321, no. 2. On those of the "Attic Stelai" of which the 
backs are preserved the thicknesses are, respectively, 1, 11, 111, 0.114 m.; IV, 0.080 m.; V, 0.124-0.125 m.; 
VI, VII, 0.150 m.; X, 0.095 m. The stele published by B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 29, 1960, pp. 25-28, no. 
33, dated to 370/69 B.C., the next dated example of a poletai stele, is 0.099 m. in thickness, with a width 
of 0.352 m. This seems to be close to the average for poletai stelai of the entire 4th century, the thinnest 
example that I know of being that published by M. Crosby, "The Leases of the Laureion Mines," Hespe- 
ria 19, 1950, pp. 282-283, no. 34, which is dated in 307/6 B.C. and which seems exceptionally thin for 
this genre of stelai. 
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follows that the heading of Stele I was confined to that stele and did not run over onto a 
neighbor stele. 

On the two stelai whose backs are preserved the reverse surfaces are very carefully 
dressed and polished, suggesting that the monument to which they belonged was freestand- 
ing, and possibly also that it was originally intended that these stelai should be inscribed on 
both faces, as are some later poletai stelai;43 conversely, these might be re-used material 
from some demolished monument, though I think this to be an unlikely conjecture. If the 
monument was indeed set up beside the office of the Poletai, as the findspot of Stele VI 
might suggest, it may have provided the model for later inscriptions of the Poletai. 

SCRIPT AND LETTERING 

The absence of any evidence of joins between the stelai could be taken as implying that 
they were engraved and set up at different times. That this is likely is borne out, too, by the 
evidence of the hands by which they were engraved. 

At least two, probably three, masons inscribed these stelai. Stelai 1, 11, and III seem to 
be by the same mason, as may be Stele VI, although this latter is so worn and abraded, with 
so few letters preserved, that it is impossible to analyze its hand accurately. Stele IV was 
engraved by a mason who used for full vertical strokes a chisel whose blade was slightly 
broader than that used for the same letter strokes by the mason of Stelai 1, 11, and III; he also 
made the horizontal strokes of epsilon shorter than did his colleague, and made his upsilons 
shorter in the vertical. The greatest difference lies in nu, where this mason preferred a 
diagonal stroke that was longer than, rather than the same length as, the verticals. Stele V 
seems to have been engraved by a third mason, more careless than the mason of Stele IV but 
sharing similar characteristics. All three hands, however, are remarkably alike, perhaps 
reflecting an effort on the part of the commissioning official(s) to achieve a uniform effect. It 
might also be argued that these stelai represent the work of a "school" or workshop, perhaps 
a master mason and his apprentices. In such a case, it might be inferred that the stelai were 
all engraved at about the same time, rather than over a long interval of time. I have not 
attempted to identify any other inscriptions by these masons. 

THE THIRTY TYRANTS AND THEIR ADHERENTS 

Xenophon's list of the Thirty (Hellenika II.3.2) provides no other identification of these 
men, but R. C. Loeper long ago hypothesized that this list was set out in the official order of 
phylai and trittyes.44 There do not seem to be any grounds for arguing for a trittyal arrange- 

43Several of the stelai published by M. Crosby (op. cit., pp. 189-312), for instance, are finished on both 
faces; even though now only two of these are inscribed on both face and obverse, the fragmentary nature of 
most of them may obscure the fact that, when intact, they were opisthographic. 

44 See footnote 7 above. The names, in the order in which they appear in Xenophon's list, are as follows, 
with possible or known phyle, patronymic or demotic affiliations added by me (tentative affiliations are 
drawn from PA, with additions from APF, from D. Whitehead, loc. cit. [footnote 7 above], and from the 
bouleutic listings in Agora XV): [ERECHTHEIS (I): floAvXavpy g ['AvayvpacoLos?], PA 12099; KpLTas' 
KaXXato-Xpov [VD-qyovl$-tos? or 'Abt8vaios? see APF, no. 8792 (VI), and Whitehead, p. 210], PA 8792; 
MA3Los, PA 10102; [AIGEIS (II)]: 'I7r7roAoXo, PA 7646; EvKAXELbrs ['ApMoTOfavov? 'IKaptEv?? or 
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ment, but the names of those six Tyrants whose phyle affiliations are known for certain do 
appear in Xenophon's list in the correct order of phylai.45 Twenty-four other names, how- 
ever, still remain without definite phyle assignation. The stelai provide no new information 
about the adherents of the Thirty, except to tell us that one member of the Eleven was 
[_-3-4 -]j3oos from Oion (Stele III, lines 13-14).46 The vexed question of whether the first 
Board of Ten, which replaced the Thirty, was excluded from the terms of the amnesty of 
403 B.C. (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 39.6) or not (Xenophon, Hellenika ii.4.38) remains unan- 
swered. The heading of Stele I might have resolved the problem but too much is missing for 
any but the most speculative restorations to be attempted. I believe, however, that Xeno- 
phon, who omits both Boards of Ten from this account of the amnesty, may have confused 
the first with the second Board. Aristotle, on the other hand, is quite specific.47 

Fapy4qTTLos? or 'AYKVA7IVEV? see Whitehead, p. 212], PA 5680 (5689?); UIEpwv, PA 7525; [PANDIO- 
NIS (III)]: Mvq'r,'AoXog [KovOvAjOEv?], PA 10234; XpE4twv, PA 15570; O-qpalk 'v1g "Ayvwos TETLptLEvS, 

PA 7234; [LEONTIS (IV): 'ApEol'as, PA 1596; ALOKAX7 [XovvEtE?? or AEtpab8t 'Tq? see Agora XV, no. 
88, line 6, and no. 172, line 2], PA 4006; 'at8pt'ag ['Evo&vT0os? AL6aALbajs? see Whitehead, p. 212], PA 
13937; [AKAMANTIS (V)]: XatpE'Es ['Ao eL8bos Hpoo0rci7XTos? or XaLpEov 'Ayvoos? or 
KvvvEv9? see APF, no. 2921 (XII), and Whitehead, p. 210], PA 15137 (15138?); 'Ava;tTos Xer)rTTLo, PA 
800 (Stele I, line 16?); HETwV, PA 11794; [OINEIS (VI)]: XOJOKArS [XWOTpaTLbov?], PA 12827; 'Epa- 
TOO-0EV7)'V [Ot'iOEv? see APF, no. 5035], PA 5035; XapLKAX9 ['A7roAAobdpov? AaKtacb1qs? or Opta'citoo? 
see Whitehead, p. 212], PA 15407; [KEKROPIS (VII)]: 'OvolkaKA4k, PA 11476; OE'oyvt>, PA 6736; 
A(o-XtVJ71 [Ato0XVTO9? 'AAatEv?L? or ALvEv?? but see Whitehead, p. 212], PA 341; [HIPPOTHONTIS 
(VIII)]: O'E)oyE'v-q [Ot'vaos? see Agora XV, no. 127, line 61], PA 6692; KXEo/.Lkb'8q, PA 8596; 'Epa- 
r_LoTpaTos [I?'aLaKos? 'AXapvEv?? but see Whitehead, p. 210], PA 5028; [AIANTIS (IX)]: 1EL.8bwv, PA 
14179; ZApaKoVTr8L7) 'ALb8vatos, PA 4546 (Stele IV, lines 14-15); Ev'/lac a aAr)pEvs, PA 5807 (Stele I, 
line 8; see Whitehead, pp. 210-211); [ANTIOCHIS (X)]: 'ApLo-T0TE'AiVq [OopaLEv? = PA 2055? see 
Whitehead, p. 210, note 16; or HaAAXrvEv?? see Agora XV, no. 72, line 227], PA 2057; 'I7rr4t6axos, PA 
7650; MVIJOWt1(J07S, PA 10277 (see Whitehead, p. 211). 

45 Kritias (I), slain at Mounychia; Theramenes (III), executed by the Thirty; Anaitios (V); Drakontides 
(IX); Eumathes (IX); and Aristoteles (X). 

46 Literary sources provide the name of one of the Eleven, namely that of their leader Satyros of Kephisia 
(PA 12598: see Xenophon, Hellenika ii.3.54; Lysias, xxx.10, 12 and 14). One member of the Peiraieus 
Ten is known: Charmides son of Glaukon, who was killed at Mounychia in 403 B.C., along with Kritias 
and Hippomachos of the Thirty (PA 15512: see Xenophon, Hellenika ii.4.19). The first Board of Ten 
seems to have included two members of the former Thirty, Pheidon and Eratosthenes, along with Hippo- 
kles (PA 7619) and Epichares of Lamptrai (PA 4991: see Lysias, xii.55-56), whose earlier involvement in 
the oligarchy is not known. Others who might have been members of this first Board of Ten, though they 
are not specifically named as such, were the Hipparch Lysimachos (PA 9486: see Xenophon, Hellenika 
ii.4.8 and 26) and the two envoys sent by the party of the City to the Spartans in 403 B.C., Kephisophon 
(PA 8400) and Meletos (PA 9825: see Xenophon, Hellenika ii.4.36); these latter two, however, seem 
better associated with the second, rather than with the first, Board of Ten. One other name, that of Aristo- 
demos of Bate, should probably be added to the list of adherents of the Thirty; this man, who had served 
as Hellenotamias, was afterwards instrumental in the arrest and execution of Lykourgos, and was ban- 
ished by the restored democracy ([Plutarch], Vit. X Orat. = Moralia, 841B). 

47 The second Board of Ten was headed by Rhinon of Paiania and Phayllos from Acherdousia (Aristotle, 
Ath. Pol., 38.3); Rhinon and his associates were subsequently praised by the city for their services. Iso- 
krates (xviii.5) seems not to be aware of the existence of the second Board of Ten; he implies that Rhinon 
was a member of that Board of Ten which immediately succeeded the Thirty (5: '7pXov kE'P y'ap o' 8EKa o' 
.kETa TOV9 TpLaKOVTa KaTaOTaVTEs ... 6 ... Kat KaTa TvX7XV P;vwv ELs TWV bEKa YEVoMEVOS ... ). Xeno- 
phon and Lysias similarly imply that there was only one Board of Ten. Isokrates' words, however, surely 
suggest that Rhinon's Board in its entirety, not merely selected members, was praised by the City, and this 
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The stelai provide few names of those condemned: of the Thirty, Eumathes of Phale- 
ron, [Anaitios] of Sphettos, Drakontides of [Aphidna], and, perhaps, Theomenes of Xypete 
(if Xenophon's Theognis is an error of transcription on the part of the author or of his 
copyist); one other Tyrant's name has perished but he is shown to be from Kerameis (and 
so, if Xenophon's list is in the official order of tribes, the name of Peison might be restored 
here); from the other groups we have no names certainly attributed to one group or another, 
except for [--- - -]bolos of the deme Oion, one of the Eleven; two names from among the 
Peiraieus Ten have perished. One other name is partially preserved, that of [-----]tos of 
Daidalidai, but this cannot be assigned to any specific group. In addition, there are three 
sales of properties about which no guesses can be made, since both names and group identi- 
fications are lost, and one further sale, of a "secondary" property, whose owner was a man 
from Sphettos, perhaps the Tyrant Anaitios. 

If the exclusion from amnesty is held to have applied to all members of all four groups, 
whether or not they survived until 402/1 B.C., and if none of these persons successfully 
underwent an enquiry into their activities during the oligarchy, the maximum number of 
persons whose property was confiscated and sold would have been 61. Three of the Thirty 
(Kritias, Theramenes, and Hippomachos), however, and one of the Peiraieus Ten (Char- 
mides) were killed before the downfall of the Thirty. There does not seem to be any reason 
to assume that the property of the dead was expropriated, or even that families were penal- 
ized; the exclusion from the amnesty of 403 B.C. seems to have applied only to individuals.48 
Thus, the maximum number of persons who might have been listed here was 57. Moreover, 
we do not know for certain whether any of these submitted himself to an enquiry, still less 
whether any such persons were successful, except perhaps for Eratosthenes.49 

Nevertheless, it is clear that in these fragments we possess only a small part of the 
whole. 

THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AFTER THE FALL OF THE THIRTY 

The Thirty were replaced by the first Board of Ten after their failure to recapture 
Peiraieus, early in 403 B.C. They retired to Eleusis, which they had previously seized as a 
possible refuge (Xenophon, Hellenika ii.4.8 and 24). The survivors of the Peiraieus Ten, 
and perhaps also the Eleven, probably went with them.50 No proceedings were instituted 
against them at this time. 

does not square with the statement of Aristotle that the Board of Ten was specifically excluded from the 
amnesty of 403 B.c. Thus, despite the silence of Xenophon, Lysias, and Isokrates, who were contemporary 
with these events, I prefer Aristotle's version and believe that there were, indeed, two Boards of Ten, only 
the first of which, because it had contravened its terms of reference, was excluded from the amnesty of 
403. I am aware that this puts me in a minority; the actions of the first Board of Ten, however, were too 
reprehensible to allow them to be exonerated by the restored democracy. They were, after all, in power for 
even longer than were the Thirty and acted with equal brutality. 

48 This, at any rate, seems to be implied by Lysias (xii.36 and 83). 
49 There is no indication in Lysias' speech against Eratosthenes (xii) that this was part of a process of 

enquiry into Eratosthenes' conduct as one of the Thirty; rather, it seems to have been a private prosecution 
brought after Eratosthenes had submitted himself to an enquiry under the terms of the settlement of 403 
B.C. and had been absolved from blame. 

50 There is no proof that either group went now to Eleusis, but the Peiraieus Ten are hardly likely to 
have preferred the moderate faction now in power and, in any case, had no base elsewhere; the Eleven, as 
the hated agents of the Thirty, were likely to have followed their masters to Eleusis. 
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The first Board of Ten remained in power for several months, until the second Board of 
Ten supplanted them in September of 403 B.C. The restoration of democracy followed, and 
the surviving supporters of the oligarchy departed to Eleusis where the remaining members 
of the Thirty were already ensconced. 

The amnesty that was now proclaimed applied to all Athenians except the Thirty, the 
first Board of Ten, the Peiraieus Ten, and the Eleven, but any of these, too, might come 
under the terms of the amnesty if they were willing to render account and satisfied their 
judges of their innocence, either in Peiraieus, in the case of the Peiraieus Ten, or at Athens, 
in the case of all the rest (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 39.6). Few are likely to have submitted them- 
selves to such an enquiry, given the reputation of the regime, but the amnesty may have been 
designed for the moderate oligarchs who had supported Theramenes in the earlier days of 
the Thirty. In the third year after the amnesty a final reconciliation was effected, in the 
archonship of Xenainetos (401/0 B.C.; see Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 40.4), after a short war 
against the party in Eleusis. The generals of the oligarchs were killed out of hand when they 
came to parley, and the rest were admitted back into the state (Xenophon, Hellenika 
ii.4.43). 

Who were the "generals" of the oligarchs? Since the confiscations recorded in the stelai 
here dicussed evidently began, and perhaps were completed, by the time this final reconci- 
liation took place, I think that it must be assumed that they were the remnants of the Thirty, 
the Ten, the Peiraieus Ten and the Eleven, less those who may have submitted themselves 
to an enquiry, such as Eratosthenes51 or Pheidon.52 

In 415-413 B.C. the property of those convicted of profaning the Mysteries or of mu- 
tilating the Hermai in 415 B.C. was disposed of by the State. The proceedings took a long 
time, since many of those convicted were wealthy men with extensive holdings both in 
Athens and throughout Attica, and even in some cases overseas; moreover, the proceedings 
recorded upon the "Attic Stelai" included sales also of goods, chattels, and slaves. These 
sales took place, in each instance, after a denunciation and a court hearing, and there must 
have been added the problem, in many cases, of establishing the validity of liens held upon 
the properties by third parties. Thus, the process was not completed until 413 B.C.53 

Many of the same sort of delays would have applied also to the confiscation and sale of 
the property of the Thirty and of their principal adherents, except that, after 404 B.C., 
Athenians would no longer have owned property abroad.54 Conversely, it is highly likely 
that in this case denunciations were not made by private individuals but by the demarchs, as 
had occurred in a few cases in 415-413 B.C. as well as in 411 B.C.55 Whether the rubric of 

51 See footnote 49 above. 
52 Lysias (xii.54 and 58) seems to imply that Pheidon was still alive at the time of Eratosthenes' trial, 

and that, like Eratosthenes, he was accounted a moderate among the Thirty; thus, he, too, may have 
submitted himself to an enquiry and have been absolved. 

5 This has been discussed in detail by D. M. Lewis, Ehrenberg Studies, pp. 182-184. 
54 Athenian citizens and garrisons had been sent home in 405 B.C. by the Spartan Lysandros and by 

governments hostile to Athens established in states throughout the area of the former Athenian Empire 
(Xenophon, Hellenika ii.2.1-3 and 9). It is highly unlikely that any Athenian would have been permitted 
to own land in any of these states from the end of the 5th century until well into the 4th century. The 
hostility aroused by Athenian landholdings abroad was still evident in 378/7 B.C., when the Second Athe- 
nian Maritime Confederacy was formed (see IG I12, 43, lines 36-41, and Diodoros, xv.29.7). 

55See Stele V of the "Attic Stelai", lines 20-41 (415-413 B.C.: see footnote 42 above), as well as [Plu- 
tarch], Vit. X Orat. = Moralia, 834.2 (on the 7roMkTEGOL9S 8' 7TpOTEpOV EpXv-TO OF 'AOr)vaoLt condemnation 
of Antiphon and Archeptolemos in 411 B.C.). 
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Stele III can be taken as typical of the whole series is a moot point but in every case where 
both the deme of the denouncer and the location of the property are known, they are the 
same, so that the implication is that in every case the demarch was responsible for the 
denunciation. In 415 B.C. Zetetai were specially appointed to investigate the charges against 
the Hermokopidai. Since these officials are found early in the 4th century making denuncia- 
tions of property, D. M. Lewis has suggested that they may also have fulfilled this function 
in the case of the Hermokopidai;56 equally likely, a special board of Zetetai may have been 
appointed in 403 B.C. to look into the affairs of the oligarchs and to denounce their property. 
The rubric of Stele III, however, shows that, if such a board existed, it was not the only 
group to make denunciations, and I think it more likely that all denunciations were handled 
by the demarchs, in whose offices, it may be presumed, records of property holdings were 
kept. 

Another factor that must be taken into account in assessing the time taken over these 
proceedings is that only-real property was involved in the process for which these stelai are 
the evidence; in 415-413 B.C. goods, chattels, and slaves, as well as real property, were 
disposed of. In the matter of the Thirty Tyrants we are specifically told by Philochoros 
(FGH 328, fr. 181) that the Athenians made processional implements from the confiscated 
property of the Thirty (and, presumably, of their unamnestied adherents as well). "Proces- 
sional implements" imply, I think, gold, silver and, perhaps, bronze but not other materials, 
unless Philochoros meant that the proceeds of the sale of these items were so employed.57 
Nevertheless, the identification, removal, and disposal of these goods and chattels must have 
occupied as much time as in the proceedings of 415-413 B.C., and it is unlikely that sales of 
property would have taken place before the contents of the buildings had been disposed of. 
Thus, the sales represented on these stelai are likely to have occurred close in time to the 
erection of the first of the stelai.58 

56 Ehrenberg Studies, p. 183. 
5 Philochoros' text is as follows: 7TO/J)ELOtS 8E TpOTEpOV EXPwVTO Of 'AdOcvacot TOLS EK T7)S1 oV'Olasg TV A 

KaTaO-KEvaTOrEO-LV. The references gathered under oV%rta (I) in LSJ do not, I believe, imply that this word, 
without qualification, can mean anything more than "personal property", that is, movables or real estate, 
without distinction: when qualified as 5avEpa', it is "real property"; when qualified as 4aw49av , it is "mov- 
able property". KaTaCKEVa'ELV can mean "to construct", "to provide", or "to equip", depending on the 
context. Thus, the text of Philochoros, as it stands in fragment 181, might refer equally'to the proceeds of 
the sale of movables, to the actual cash, bullion, or objects of precious metals belonging to the Thirty, or 
even to the proceeds of the sale of their real property, as recorded upon the stelai here discussed. The 
absence, however, of any reference in these fragments to sales of anything other than real estate suggests 
that, whatever happened to the movable property of the Thirty and of their adherents, its disposition was 
not recorded here. 

58 In the "Attic Stelai" (see footnote 42 above) sales of goods, chattels, and slaves seem to precede sales of 
real estate: Stelai 1, 11, and III are entirely concerned with such sales; IV deals with sales of real property 
only; and V returns to sales of movables (Ehrenberg Studies, p. 185 suggests that, in fact, the order of IV 
and V should be reversed); Stelai VI through X deal with a mixture of movables and of real estate. 
Though the entire process covered perhaps "eighteen months or so" (op. cit., p. 186), disposal of real 
property occurred only in the later stages. 
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SALES, TAXES, AND INSTALMENTS 

W. K. Pritchett59 pointed out anomalies and corrected readings in the first published 
text of fragmentsfg. In thus reconciling the readings in these fragments with those in frag- 
ment a, he concluded that a scaled tax was applied on these sales, similar to that applied 
earlier in the 5th century but at exactly double the rates of 414 B.C.60 My readings confirm 
those of Pritchett and permit further assumptions to be made about the purchase prices and 
taxes listed here. The surviving parts of the heading on fragments abc suggest that the term 
of the sale was in each case 5 years, regardless of the nature of the property; this is contrary 
to what Aristotle says about instalment sales (Ath. Pol., 47.3) but not necessarily to practices 
followed at the end of the 5th century. 

I tabulate the sales as follows: 

Sa le nro. Sales price Sales tax Instalment Stele location 
1 -[ -- -] [-- -- ----] [. 3 *] I, 1. 7-13 
2 [---]+15 [--------] [. .]+3 1, 1. 15-22 
3 [-?---- ] [ ?----- ] [------] I, 1. 24-30 
4 [-?---- ] [ ?----- ] [------] I, 2. 7ff. 
5 [215] [5] 43 II, 1. 1-7 
6 410 9 82 11, 1. 8-15 
7 145 [3 bp. 1 o.] [2]9 II, 1. 16-22 
8 [3,255] [55 bp. 5 o.] 651[+] III, 2. 1-5 
9 [- - - - - - - - [- - - - - - - - [- - - - - - III, 2. 10-15 

10 [150+] 4 [30+] IV, 1. 1-3 
11 610 13 [122] IV, 1. 4-12 
12 750 [16] [150] IV, 1. 13-16 
13 [-- -- -- --] [- -- -- -- -] [------] V, 3. 1 
14 [-?--- ] [ ?----- ] [------] V, 3. 2-7 
15 [-?--- ] [ ?----- ] [------] V, 3. 8ff. 
1 6 [- - - - - - - -] [- - - - - - - -] [- - - - - - VI) ?. 1 ff. 

THE MOVABLE PROPERTY OF THE THIRTY AND OF THEIR ADHERENTS 

In the inventories of treasure stored in the Hekatompedon from 403/2 B.C.61 stands a 
prominently placed new entry for 402/1 B.C.: 20 silver hydriai, a pinax, a chernibeion, and 
3 oinochoai. These are listed at the start of the inventory. The record for 401/0 B.C. shows 
that a further 7 hydriai were added in that year. These items totaled just over 29,000 drach- 
mai of silver, and the record for 403/2 B.c. apparently contains an appendix in which the 
receipt of a very large quantity of silver, together with more than 4,600 drachmai of gold, 

59See footnote 15 above. 
60 See also W. K. Pritchett, "Sales Taxes in Ancient Athens," Archaeology 7, 1954, pp. 112-113. 
61IG Ic 2, 1370 + 1371 + 1384 [+ 1503?], 403/2; 1372 + 1402 + 'ApX'E4, 1953-1954, B' [1958], pp. 

107-112, fragment a, 402/1; 1386 + 1381 + Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 310, no. 28, 401/0 B.C. 
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was recorded.62 It was suggested by W. S. Ferguson63 that these entries represented the 
funds for and purchase of the pompeia that were acquired with the proceeds of the sale of 
the goods and chattels of the Thirty and their adherents.64 The realization that the sale of 
the real property of the Thirty was apparently finalized in 402/1 B.C. makes Ferguson's 
conjecture all the more likely; the small fragment, however, on which is recorded the acqui- 
sition of so large an amount of gold and silver ought probably to be attached to the record for 
402/1 B.C., rather than to that of 403/2 B.C.65 The proceeds of the sale of the real property 
presumably went into general state revenues, less the tenth part that went to Athena. 

MICHAEL B. WALBANK 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

Department of Classics 
2500 University Drive, N.W. 
Calgary, Canada T2N 1N4 

62IG I 12, 1503; see J. Treheux, Etudes d'arche'ologie classique III, 1965 (= Annales de l'Est, Memoire, 
no. 29), pp. 67-70. D. M. Lewis comments (per ep.) that "if this figure of 29,000 drachmai is Athena's 
tenth, the total proceeds will have approximated 290,000 drachmai, or about 50 talents, which doesn't 
seem very much. I find myself wondering whether 4,600 drachmai is really weight of gold, rather than 
silver-value." 

63 The Treasurers of Athena, Cambridge, Mass. 1932, p. 113, note 2; followed by A. B. West and A. M. 
Woodward, "Studies in Attic Treasure-Records," JHS 58, 1938, p. 82, and by A. M. Woodward, "An 
Attic Treasure-Record: The Hekatompedon-List for 402/1 B.C.," 'ApX'E4, 1953-1954, B' [1958], pp. 
107-112. 

64 Philochoros, FGH 328, fr. 181. 
65 D. M. Lewis, per ep. 
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a. Fragments abc: Stele I 

b. Fragment e: Stele III (top) 
Fragment d: Stele II (bottom) 
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a. Fragment~ Stele IV Prf 

b. Fragment h: Stele V 
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d. Fragment i: Stele VI 

c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. Fragment g: Stele IV 
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